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the game is made by the
development team at

oceanhouse, a publisher of pc
games in japan, and total
overdose is their very first

release. you play as ernesto
cruz, a dea agent who has just
died in a drug overdose during

a drug raid. one of the best
things about total overdose is

that there's a little bit of
everything in it. you have the
main mission, which will see

you go on a number of
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different types of missions, and
you'll also be doing other stuff,

like taking part in some
minigames. you'll also be

collecting xp to level up your
character, and you'll be

collecting money to buy items
from shops, or to pay people to
help you out. the game is easy

to play, but we need to do
some changes in order to set

up the game. select game
settings and then choose the
language. the game is set to

english and we need to change
it to the language we are

comfortable with. select save
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setup, choose the name of your
profile and then click on save.
now, you can start the game

and play it like any other
game. total overdose is a great
game, so if you are looking for
a shooting game for pc, then
make sure that you try the
total overdose game. it is a

good game for both low-end pc
and high-end pc because it

runs smoothly even in low-end
pc. it is also very easy to play
and so you can give it a try
without any hesitation. total

overdose is a shooting game,
so if you are looking for a
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shooting game for pc, then
make sure that you try the
total overdose game. it is a

good game for both low-end pc
and high-end pc because it

runs smoothly even in low-end
pc. it is also very easy to play
and so you can give it a try

without any hesitation.
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